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5 Big Problems to Solve Before You Retire
It seems, sometimes, as though financial professionals 

come in only two flavors.  

There are those who promise everything is going to be 

fine; you don't have to fret about retirement, they say, 

because they'll help you make more than enough 

money to get you through.  

And then there are the hand-wringers who just can't 

stop with the worrying and their warnings that you'll 

never have enough.  

Somewhere in the middle is the reality, of course. 

Retirement should be a reward for years of hard work, 

and you don't want to have to pinch every penny. You 

should be able to do the things you couldn't when you 

were punching a clock every day.  

You should be able to look forward to retirement as 

one of the best times of your life.  

But, that said, if you want your money to last, if you 

want to live comfortably in your 60s, 70s, 80s and 

beyond, you should consider some common concerns, 

including:  

1. How much will you have available to 

support yourself?  

Maybe not as much as you think. Financial 

professionals used to commonly say you'd likely be OK 

in retirement if you started with a 4% annual 

withdrawal rate. But some 2013 research by 

Morningstar's head of retirement research, David 

Blanchett, may have changed that theory.  

Co-authored by two college professors who are 

experts in retirement planning, Michael Finke and 

Wade D. Pfau, the analysis found that a 2.8% 

withdrawal rate over a 30-year retirement had a much 

higher chance of success (90% vs. 48.2%) if interest 

rates remain low.  

 If you have $1 million saved, that would take you from 

$40,000 a year down to $28,000. That's quite a 

difference, and definitely something to keep in mind 

when you're drawing up an income plan.  

2. Have you protected yourself against 

inflation? 

 Most experts are forecasting that inflation will go up 

over the next 30 years -- maybe even more than 

originally predicted, now that President Trump is in 

office.  But many retirees don't even think about 

inflation when they're making their plans. They say, 

"I've got $1 million divided by $40,000 a year, and that 

should last me 25 years." But if the rate of inflation 

does increase, and you haven't made adjustments to 

deal with it, it could take a real toll on your future 

income.  

3. Are you managing risk?  

One of the worst things I see retirees do in retirement 

(and pre-retirement) is have the same risk profile that 

you had in your 30s and 40s. When you're drawing 

income from your assets, it's incredibly difficult to come 

back from a market downturn - just ask the folks who 

were getting ready to retire back in 2008. If you're 
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taking $3,000 or $4,000 a month from a depreciating 

asset, you're going to run out of money much faster.  

It's important to bring risk under control, and you can 

do that with some common strategies such as: 

Diversifying your assets:  Don't have all your eggs in 

one basket. Control volatility by choosing investments 

with a proven track record and having enough fixed 

income in your portfolio.  

Emphasizing stocks that commonly pay high 

dividends:  Income-producing holdings can help 

supplement your Social Security and pension. But 

remember, dividends are not guaranteed.  

Considering income annuities:  This is one of the 

strategies Pfau and Finke came up with in the 

Morningstar study. Guaranteed annual payouts are 

normally 4% to 5% per year of the contract's 

accumulated value, which has the potential to double 

the amount of income you'll have.  

4. Is your retirement plan tax-efficient? 

We're sitting with a national debt that's nearing $20 

trillion and rising. And we have nearly $25 trillion sitting 

in retirement accounts in the United States --  401(k)s, 

IRAs, 403(b)s and so on -- according to the Investment 

Company Institute.  It would be foolish to think that 

Uncle Sam won't figure out how to make the most of 

those tax-deferred dollars.  

We've created a situation with our nation's debt that 

we'll eventually have to deal with, or it will be passed 

down to our kids and grandkids. You should consider a 

tax strategy in your plan to help reduce your tax 

liability.  

5. Are you prepared for health care costs? 

According to the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services, 70% percent of people turning age 

65 can expect to use some form of long-term care 

during their lives.  Those are awfully high odds, and yet 

many Americans have no way to pay those bills -- and 

Medicare only covers short stays under specific 

circumstances.  

There are long-term care insurance policies, but 

because they're expensive, many consumers aren't 

buying. Instead, many are turning to alternative 

strategies, including life insurance riders that provide 

the option of tapping into your death benefits early. But 

even with insurance riders, the insurance contract 

must be suitable for the individual and they must have 

an underlying need for that product.  

It really is all about planning for the worst and hoping 

for the best.  

If you have a blueprint in place that addresses with 

these five concerns -- a plan that's amendable as times 

change so you stay on the right track -- you have the 

greater potential to enjoy retirement.  
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Disclosures: Litchfield Financial provides investment advisory services through Claro Advisors LLC (“Claro”) a registered 
investment advisor. Claro Advisors LLC ("Claro") is a Registered Investment Advisor with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission ("SEC") based in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Registration of an Investment Advisor does not 
imply any specific level of skill or training. Information contained herein is for educational purposes only and is not to be 
considered investment advice. Claro provides individualized advice only after obtaining all necessary background 
information from a client. This report is not a financial plan and is not intended as a solicitation or advice to purchase 
specific investments, but the information provided can assist you in evaluating your current financial situation and 
your ability to achieve your investment goals. Any projection of investment outcomes is hypothetical in nature, does 
not reflect actual investment results, and is not a guarantee of future results. Similarly, other information regarding 
various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual results and are not guarantees of future 
results. The projections may not include all taxes applicable to your situation. Past performance is no assurance of future 
results. Investments may fluctuate and lose value, and unexpected market movements may result in changes in rates of 
return and anticipated performance. Claro does not provide legal or tax advice. The information herein is general in nature 
and should not be considered legal or tax advice. Consult an attorney or tax professional regarding your specific situation. 
Claro will provide all prospective clients with a copy of our current Form ADV, Part 2A ("Disclosure Brochure") prior to 
commencing an Advisory relationship. Please contact compliance@claroadvisors.com or toll free at 800-604-2838 with any 
questions.

*The Five Star Wealth Manager award, administered by Crescendo Business Services, LLC (dba Five Star Professional), is based on 10 
objective criteria. Eligibility criteria – required: 1. Credentialed as a registered investment adviser or a registered investment adviser 
representative; 2. Actively licensed as a registered investment adviser or as a principal of a registered investment adviser firm for a 
minimum of 5 years; 3. Favorable regulatory and complaint history review (As defined by Five Star Professional, the wealth manager has 
not; A. Been subject to a regulatory action that resulted in a license being suspended or revoked, or payment of a fine; B. Had more than 
a total of three settled or pending complaints filed against them and/or a total of five settled, pending, dismissed or denied 
complaints with any regulatory authority or Five Star Professional’s consumer complaint process. Unfavorable feedback may have been 
discovered through a check of complaints registered with a regulatory authority or complaints registered through Five Star 
Professional’s consumer complaint process; feedback may not be representative of any one clients’ experience; C. Individually 
contributed to a financial settlement of a customer complaint; D. Filed for personal bankruptcy within the past 11 years; E. Been 
terminated from a financial services firm within the past 11 years; F. Been convicted of a felony); 4. Fulfilled their firm review based 
on internal standards; 5. Accepting new clients. Evaluation criteria – considered: 6. One-year client retention rate; 7. Five-year client 
retention rate; 8. Non-institutional discretionary and/or non-discretionary client assets administered; 9. Number of client households 
served; 10. Education and professional designations. Wealth managers do not pay a fee to be considered or placed on the final list of 
Five Star Wealth Managers. Award does not evaluate quality of services provided to clients. Once awarded, wealth managers may 
purchase additional profile ad space or promotional products. The Five Star award is not indicative of the wealth manager ’s future 
performance. Wealth managers may or may not use discretion in their practice and therefore may not manage their clients’ assets. The 
inclusion of a wealth manager on the Five Star Wealth Manager list should not be construed as an endorsement of the wealth manager 
by Five Star Professional or this publication. Working with a Five Star Wealth Manager or any wealth manager is no guarantee as to future 
investment success, nor is there any guarantee that the selected wealth managers will be awarded this accomplishment by Five Star 
Professional in the future. For more information on the Five Star award and the research/selection methodology, go to 
fivestarprofessional.com. 3,580 Boston wealth managers were considered for the award; 463 (13% of candidates) were named 2020 
Five Star Wealth Managers. 2019: 3,619 considered, 566 winners; 2018: 2,819 considered, 532 winners; 2017: 2,467 considered, 
623 winners; 2016: 2,530 considered, 632 winners; 2015: 3,542 considered, 801 winners; 2014: 1,707 considered, 655 winners; 
2013: 2,362 considered, 713 winners; 2012: 2,591 considered, 454 winners.

*The Top 100 in Finance award is designated by the Top 100 Magazine. The Top 100 Magazine utilizes proprietary software, which 
employs an algorithm to search a variety of online resources for industry-specific terms and key words. These resources include social 
media, blog posts, peer reviews, and Google indices. Once the software has compiled a preliminary list of qualified candidates, the Top 
100 Magazine performs a manual analysis to verify top results and make final selection. The selection criteria is based on who are 
financial advisors or wealth managers, which meets the following criteria: 1. Registered with the SEC as a registered investment adviser or a 
registered investment adviser representative; 2. Not more than 1 filed complaint and never been convicted of a felony. Once 
selected, the Top 100 Magazine sends approximately 140 invites for the magazine, where final section is on a first come first serve 
basis. Those selected for the Top 100 Magazine may purchase additional profile ad space or promotional products, but do not make any 
initial or additional fees for the award. The Top 100 Magazine selection is not indicative of the wealth manager ’s future performance 
or an endorsement by the magazine. Working with a Top 100 Magazine advisor or wealth manager is no guarantee as to future 
investment success, nor is there any guarantee that the selected wealth managers will be awarded this accomplishment in the future. 
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